We extend the algorithm of Galil and Giancarlo, which speeds up dynamic programming in the case of concave cost functions, such that a compact representation of all optimal solutions is computed. Compared to the Galil-Giancarlo algorithm our time bound grows only by a small constant factor. With a compact representation, we develop e cient algorithms for the solution of problems in molecular biology concerning the computation of all optimal local alignments and all optimal subalignments in genetic sequences.
Introduction
Given an optimization problem, usually one wants to compute one optimal solution. With respect to applications where the accurate optimization problem is not known, it might be useful to compute all optimal solutions. One example of such a situation is the analysis of genetic sequences. If we want to compute the evolutionary distance of two DNA sequences, it is not clear a priori what the accurate optimization problem is. It might be possible that the solution computed by the algorithm and the solution which would be chosen by a molecular biologist are di erent.
A usual method for the solution of an optimization problem is dynamic programming. Let m; n 2 N. We will consider row-column-diagonal dynamic programming, which can be used for the solution of minimization problems where the subproblems correspond to points of an (m + 1) (n + There is an one-to-one correspondence between the optimal solutions of the minimization problem and the paths from node 0; 0] to node m; n] in G DP . Hence, G DP is a compact representation of all optimal solutions of the optimization problem under consideration. Note that there can exist an exponential number of optimal solutions, although the size of G DP is at most O(m 2 n + mn 2 ).
Our goal is the development of dynamic programming algorithms for the computation of G DP . During the execution of the dynamic programming algorithm, we can compute G DP by adding an edge ( i 0 ; j 0 ]; i; j]) to E DP if and only if v(i; j) = v(i 0 ; j 0 ) + c( i 0 ; j 0 ]; i; j]). It is easy to see that in general G DP can be computed in O(m 2 n + mn 2 ) time by taking the \direct approach".
With respect to an explicit application, we can ignore cost functions c which are of no relevance for the application. For the computation of the evolutionary distance of genetic sequences, concave cost functions seem to include most cost functions of biological relevance 18, 19] . Recall that a cost function c is concave with respect to the ith row In addition to rmin(i; j), the Galil-Giancarlo algorithm computes one edge ( i; k]; i; j]) with rmin(i; j) = v(i; k) + c( i; k]; i; j]). Hence, if c is concave with respect to all rows, all columns, and all diagonals, both v(m; n) and at least one optimal solution can be computed in O(mn log(m+n)) time. If c satis es the closest zero property, the time bound reduces to O(mn). A theoretical improvement is given by Klawe and Kleitman 9] . They reduce the time bound to O(mn (m +n)), where is the inverse of the Ackermann function. For linear and piecewise linear cost functions, Altschul and Erickson 1] and Gotoh 7] have developed algorithms for the computation of a compact representation of the DP-graph.
We will extend the algorithm of Galil and Giancarlo such that a compact representation of the DP-graph G DP is also computed, increasing the time bound only by a small constant factor. Note that the DP-graph can have O(m 2 n + mn 2 ) edges.
The motivation for posing this question comes from problems in the analysis of genetic sequences, which we will introduce in Section 2. In Section 3 we will sketch the algorithm of Galil and Giancarlo. The algorithm for the computation of a compact representation of the DP-graph is described in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, starting with a compact representation of the DP-graph, we develop algorithms for the solution of the problems introduced in Section 2. In Section 7 we will survey and relate the previous notions to the new notions introduced in Section 2.
2 Analysis of genetic sequences Let x = x 1 x 2 : : :x n and y = y 1 y 2 : : : y m be two strings over a nite alphabet .
In genetic sequences usually = fA; G; C; Tg if x is a DNA sequence or = falanine; arginine; : ::; valineg if x is a protein sequence. In evolutionary history, a genetic sequence can be changed by mutations. Such a mutation is formally described by a pair (x; y) 2 + + . The interpretation is that x is replaced by y. Let M is called complete i for every pair (x; y) 2 + + there exists an M-derivation of y from x. In the sequel, we will always assume that M is complete.
The evolutionary distance (or edit distance) d c (x; y) of the sequences x and y is the minimum over all costs of mutation sequences transforming x into y; i.e., d c (x; y) = minfc(S) j S transforms x into y g:
Usually, the set M of mutations is described by nitely many (edit) operations which act locally on sequences. Let M 1 consist of all pairs (x; y) such that y emerges from x by a) deleting a character from x, b) inserting a character into x, c) replacing one character of x with another, and d) matching one character of x. An alignment A(x; y) between x and y consists of a matrix with two rows such that a) the rst row contains x, possibly interspersed with null characters ?, b) the second row contains y, possibly interspersed with null characters, and c) there is no column which consists of two null characters. By de nition, an alignment between x and y describes a set of derivations of y from x. Two derivations within this set only di er with respect to the order of the operations. Hence, all these derivations have the same cost. With an alignment A(x; y) we associate the cost c M 1 (A(x; y)) of a corresponding derivation. Alignments are the usual representation of a derivation of y from x in molecular biology.
With respect to the operation set M 1 , Naor and Brutlag 11] have developed algorithms for the computation of all alignments whose cost are within any given from the optimal cost.
In the evolutionary history of a genetic sequence, one possible single mutation is the insertion or the deletion of a string of length k 2. If we use the operation set M 1 , such an operation is interpreted as k single insertions or k single deletions of one element in . It is more accurate to consider such an operation as one single operation. Hence, the operation set M 1 is extended to the operation set M 2 , which contains the following four types of operations: a) deleting a string of length k, k 1 from x, b) inserting a string of length k, k 1 into x, c) replacing one character of x with another, and d) matching one character of x. In typical cost functions the cost of a deletion or the cost of an insertion depends only on the length of the inserted or deleted string and not on the string itself. The cost of an insertion or a deletion is described by a function w id : N ! R + and a constant d > 0. Let op a be an insertion or a deletion of the string a. Then c M 2 (op a ) = d+w id (jaj). d is the penalty that an insertion or a deletion is performed and w id (jaj) is the penalty for the length of the operand. We restrict ourselves to cost functions c M 2 which are of biological relevance. Cost functions are considered as biologically meaningful if the increase of the penalty decreases with the length of the operand. These cost functions are concave. Note that for concave cost functions, the property d > 0 forces that a long insertion or a long deletion has always strictly smaller cost than a set of shorter insertions or deletions realizing the same gap. Formally, concave cost functions were rst introduced with respect to the analysis of genetic sequences by Waterman 18] .
Usually, c M 2 (a; a) = 0 for all a 2 . In some cases, it is useful if the reward for equal subsequences in the two considered sequences increases with the length of the equal subsequences. Since the penalty for mutations is positive, the reward for equality must be negative. Analogously to the insertion or to the deletion of a string of length > 1, we also consider the match of a string of length > 1. Hence, we extend the operation set M 2 to the operation set M 3 , which contains the following four types of operations: a) deleting a string of length k, k 1 from x, b) inserting a string of length k, k 1 into x, c) replacing one character of x with another, and d) matching a substring of length k, k 1 of x. The reward for a match depends only on the length of the matched string and not on the string itself. The reward for a match is described by a function w m : N ! R ? and a constant 0 < e < jw m (1)j. With each operation (a; a) 2 M 3 , we associate the reward c M 3 (a; a) = e + w m (jaj).
Clearly, it seems to be biologically meaningful that the additional amount of reward increases with the length of the substituted string. Since the reward is negative, the function w m is concave, too. The constant e ensures that a long match is always better than two subsequent shorter matches. w m (jaj) is the reward for the length of the operand. The de nition of an alignment A(x; y) and the de nition of the cost of A(x; y) are extended to M 2 and to M 3 in the obvious way.
An important problem in molecular biology is nding substrings of a string which have minimal distance from a given pattern string. Given x = x 1 x 2 : : : x n , y = y 1 y 2 : : :y m 2 + , an alignment between y and a substring of x is called a local alignment. An alignment between a substring of y and a substring of x is called a subalignment. Let M be a set of edit operations. A substringx x of x has globally minimal distance from y, if all substrings x 0 of x have at least the same distance from y; i.e., c M (x; y) c M (x 0 ; y). A local alignment A(x; y) with c M (A(x; y)) = c M (x; y) is called globally optimal.
It is possible that there exists a substring x 0 of x which has no globally minimal distance from y, but the distance is only a little bit larger. In some cases, especially, if in a local region of x, x 0 has minimal distance from y, it can be useful to compute x 0 and the corresponding local alignment A(x 0 ; y), too. Hence, we de ne:
A substringx of x has locally minimal distance from y if, for all substrings x 0 of x wherex and x 0 overlap, c M (x; y) c M (x 0 ; y). A local alignment A(x; y) with c M (A(x; y)) = c M (x; y) is locally optimal.
One often wants to relate substrings of both sequences. A pair of substrings (x;ỹ) of x and y has globally maximal similarity if, for all pairs of substrings (x 0 ; y 0 ) where x 0 6 =x or y 0 6 =ỹ, c M (x;ỹ) c M (x 0 ; y 0 ). A subalignment A(x;ỹ) with c M (A(x;ỹ)) = c M (x;ỹ) is globally optimal. We say (x;ỹ) has locally maximal similarity if, for all pairs of substrings (x 0 ; y 0 ) with x 0 andx overlap or y 0 andỹ overlap, c M (x;ỹ) c M (x 0 ; y 0 ). A subalignment A(x;ỹ) with c M (A(x;ỹ)) = c M (x;ỹ) is locally optimal. Given two genetic sequences x = x 1 x 2 : : : x n ; y = y 1 y 2 : : : y m 2 + , a set M of edit operations, and a concave cost function c M , we will develop solutions for the following problems:
Problem 1 Compute the evolutionary distance and all optimal alignments of x and y.
Problem 2 Supposing n m, compute all subsequencesx of x with globally minimal distance from y and for each such anx compute all corresponding globally optimal local alignments. In Section 7, we will survey and relate previous notions of local optimality to the notions introduced above. 3 The algorithm of Galil and Giancarlo In this section we sketch a slightly modi ed version of the algorithm of Galil and Giancarlo for the computation of RMIN(i). We assume during the whole section that i is xed. Every path P relevant for RMIN(i) has a last edge such that head and tail are in row i. Such a path is called a row-solution. Assume that for all k < p the cost v(i; k) of an optimal path from node 0; 0] to node i; k] is computed. For the computation of an optimal row-solution P with last node i; p] on P, one can consider all k < p and compute the cost v(i; k) + c( i; k]; i; p]). Such an approach would need linear time for the computation of one optimal row-solution. We have not used any property of the cost function. In the case that the cost function is concave, Galil and Giancarlo were able to speed up the computation considerably. Using the concavity of the cost function, the number of candidates k < p which have to be considered for the computation of an optimal row-solution to i; p] can be reduced to one. The idea is the following:
Consider any optimal row-solution to i; p ? 1] For obtaining the unique candidate which has to be considered for the computation of an optimal row solution, it is useful to combine both cases of the de nition above as follows. Let 0 k < j p n. We RMIN(i) is computed by scanning the ith row of the matrix from left to right. Assume that at the moment when node i; j] is considered, we have stored exactly the hk; ji-essential edges in a stack S(j), sorted in increasing order with respect to k from the bottom to the top of the stack. Then, the second components of their heads are sorted in decreasing order from the bottom to the top. Let TOP(S(j)) and SEC(S(j)) denote the highest edge and the second highest edge in S(j), respectively. Since TOP(S(j)) = (dom(j; j); i; j]), we can compute rmin(i; j) in and l > k can exist. Such edges are contained in the DP-graph i the edge ( i; k]; i; j]) is in E DP . Hence, only a subgraph of the DP-graph is computed by the algorithm described in Section 3.
Our goal is to extend this algorithm such that the whole DP-graph is computed. The used time will be increased only by a constant factor. One di culty arises. Possibly, E DP contains (m 2 n + mn 2 ) edges. Hence, we cannot store each edge explicitly without breaking the time bound. Using the concavity of the cost function, we will show that the DP-graph has nice structural properties such that O(mn) space su ces for its representation. Moreover, the time used for the computation of this representation will be O(mn log(m+n)). First, we will show how to extend the algorithm described in Section 3 such that all edges of G DP are computed. Then we will show how to obtain a compact representation of the DP-graph.
Next, we will characterize the edges which are in E DP . For 0 l < j q n, a node i p is denoted by p j (k). This situation is described by Figure 2 .
In the following, we write h ; ji-essential, if we mean hk; ji-essential for an arbitrary k < j. In the case that v(i; j) = rmin(i; j), the highest h ; ji-essential edge in S(j) and all edges ( i; l]; i; j]) such that i; l] is hj; ji-useful have to be added to the DP-graph G DP = (V; E DP ). Hence, we can construct E DP if we know in addition to the highest h ; ji-essential edge all hj; jiuseful nodes. Therefore it is useful to extend S(j) by adding the hj; jiuseful nodes unequal i; k] above ( i; k]; i; p j (k)]) where ( i; k]; i; p j (k)]) is the highest h ; ji-essential edge in S(j). Note that the second component of these nodes are always strictly larger than k.
What remains is a straightforward extension of the algorithm described in Section 3. In order to describe this extension we need some notations.
Let ETOP(S(j)) denote the highest h ; ji-essential edge in S(j) and let ESEC(S(j)) denote the second highest h ; ji-essential edge in S(j).
ETOP(S(j)) may not be the top element of the stack since TOP(S(j)) might be a hj; ji-useful node. In the case that v(i; j) = rmin(i; j), ETOP(S(j)) and the edges corresponding to hj; ji-useful nodes above ETOP(S(j)) are exactly those edges which we have to add to E DP .
Next we show how to construct S(j +1) from S(j) Note that the tail of a h ; ji-essential edge which is not h ; (j + 1)i-essential can be h(j + 1); (j + 1)i-useful.
Hence, we perform Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3 with respect to the h ; jiessential edges as above with the following modi cation:
Instead of performing a pop-operation with respect to a h ; ji-essential edge which is not h ; (j + 1)i-essential, we delete the head of this edge so that the node can be considered as a potential h(j + 1); (j + 1)i-useful node. The data structure is illustrated by Figure 3 .
After the consideration of a node, at most two edges are pushed. Hence, the number of edges entering the stack is bounded by 2n. Moreover, each node enters the stack at most once to be a useful node so that the total number of nodes entering the stack is bounded by n. Hence, in the case that the cost function c sati es the closest zero property, the time used for maintaining the stack is bounded by O(n), and by O(n log n) otherwise.
It remains to construct a compact representation E DP . We will show this for the edges with tail and head in the ith row. Hence, we do not perform the pop-operations explicitly and we maintain the whole stack-tree ST row i , which is de ned by the stack operations. This can be done as follows:
A pointer TOP always points to the top of the stack in ST row i . The current stack is represented by the unique path from the node to which TOP points to the root of ST row i , which is a dummy element. For performing a pop-operation, the pointer TOP is changed such that it points to the father in ST row i . When a push-operation is performed, ST row i obtains a new leaf, to which TOP points. Each node in ST row i has pointers to all its sons as well as a pointer to its father.
Assume that i; j] is the node under consideration. If rmin(i; j) = v(i; j), then two pointers BEG in ( i; j]) and END in ( i; j]) are created such that BEG in ( i; j]) points to TOP(S(j)) and END in ( i; j]) points to ETOP(S(j)) in ST row i . Note that ETOP(S(j)) 6 = TOP(S(j)) if and only if there exists a hj; ji-useful node. Then RIN( i; j]) contains exactly those nodes lying on the unique path from the node to which BEG in ( i; j]) points to the node to which END in ( i; j]) points, where with respect to the h ; ji-essential edge, its tail is taken. Since we have direct access to TOP(S(j)) and to ETOP(S(j)), both pointers can be created in constant time. ST row i and the corresponding extension of the data structure are illustrated by RIN(i) and ROUT(i) will be constructed simultaneously. Our goal is to construct a data structure for the representation of ROUT(i) similar to the data structure for RIN(i). For understanding the structure of ROUT(i) we investigate the structure of RIN(i). RIN(i) is a tree which contains exactly once every node which is the tail of at least one row-edge. With respect to all nonempty RIN( i; j]), there are two pointers pointing to two nodes within the tree where one node is an ancestor of the other. Exactly the nodes on the unique simple path between these two nodes are the tails of those rowedges in E DP with head i; j]. The de nition of the cost function implies that a node can only be tail or head of some row-edges but not both. Hence, RIN( i; j]) 6 = ; implies that i; j] is not a node of ST row i .
ROUT(i) will contain each node i; j] which is head of at least one rowedge exactly once; i.e, ROUT(i) contains node i; j] i RIN( i; j]) 6 = ;. For every nonempty ROUT( i; l]), the data structure ROUT(i) will contain a path which contains exactly the heads of row-edges with tail i; l]. At the moment when a nonempty RIN( i; j]) is created by the algorithm, the stack S(j) contains between TOP(S(j)) and ETOP(S(j)) exactly those nodes i; l] with i; j] 2 ROUT( i; l]). Hence, node i; j] has to be on the path corresponding to ROUT( i; l]) i i; l] is contained in S(j) between TOP(S(j)) and ETOP(S(j)).
For the representation of ROUT(i), we build a forest F row i which will contain every node i; j] with RIN( i; j]) 6 = ; exactly once. During the construction of F row i , the following invariant will be ful lled with respect to the current forest which is the already constructed part of F row i .
Invariant: At the moment, when node i; j] is under consideration, for all l < j with ROUT( i; l]) 6 = ;, the following holds:
1 For an e cient computation of the roots of the current forest which will become sons of the new root i; j], we associate with each h ; ji-essential edge e in the stack S(j) a possibly empty set R(e) of roots in the current forest. Directly after the consideration of i; j], R(ETOP(S(j))) contains exactly those roots of the current forest which will become sons of node i; j]
i RIN( i; j]) 6 = ;. The corresponding extension of the data structure is illustrated by Figure 5 . Next we will describe the extension of F row i and the manipulation of the data structures in more detail. We have to explain the manipulation of the root lists R(e), where e is h ; ji-essential and for i; l] with ROUT( i; l]) 6 = ;, In any case, at the moment when i; l] in S(j) is popped and BEG out ( i; l]) is de ned, we create the pointer END out ( i; l]) pointing to the root of the tree, which contains i; l min ].
How to nd this root? Note that this root is stored in R(ETOP(S(j))). For nding the correct root in R(ETOP(S(j))), we mark the node i; j] at the moment when i; j] enters R(ETOP(S(j))) with the second component of the tail of ETOP(S(j)). If we can nd the correct root by scanning the list from left to right. Note that we can begin the scan at the position where the last scan was terminated. Hence, the time needed for the manipulation of the root lists can be bounded by O(n). Since we can count the time needed against the consideration of the node in the ith row or against the performed pop-operations, the needed time is bounded by O(n).
A column can be treated analogously. With respect to the diagonals, we have to modify the algorithm slightly. In contrast to the rows and to the columns, diagonals contain two kind of edges; edges corresponding to replacements and edges corresponding to matchs. Edges corresponding to replacements have always length 1. Hence, with respect to every diagonal, the number of such edges is bounded by n, so that we do not need a compact representation of such edges. In the following, for all nodes i; j], DIN( i; j]) and DOUT( i; j]) will always only contain edges which correspond to matchs. Moreover, not all candidates of edges can be such edges in the diagonal. Note that ( l; k]; l +t; k+t]) can only be an edge in the diagonal if y l+r = x k+r for 0 r t. Hence, if y i 6 = x j , the whole stack, corresponding to the diagonal which contains i; j] has to be deleted. These modi cations do not increase the needed time by more than a small constant factor. Altogether, we have obtained the following theorem. Using the algorithm developed above, we can solve Problem 1 directly. The interpretation of the DP-graph is the following: The ith row, i > 0 corresponds to y i and the jth column, j > 0 corresponds to x j .
Computation of optimal local alignments
For the computation of optimal local alignments, we need a modi ed version of the DP-graph, which we obtain by the initialization of v(0; j), 0 j n with 0 and by applying the algorithm developed in Section 4. Let G DP l = (V; E DP l ) be the resulting graph. For a path P in G DP l , x(P) (y(P)) denotes the substring of x (of y) corresponding to P in the obvious way.
5.1
The global case A path P in G DP l is globally optimal i P corresponds to a globally optimal local alignment. With respect to the set of all globally optimal local alignments, we de ne the globally optimal local alignment graph E g = (V g ; E g ) by E g = fe 2 E DP l j e is on a globally optimal path P in G DP l g; V g = fv 2 V j 9w 2 V : (v; w) 2 E g or (w; v) 2 E g g:
The following theorem is easy to prove.
Theorem 2 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths from row 0 to row m in E g and the globally optimal local alignments.
Given G DP l , our goal is to delete all edges from E DP l which are not in E g . The following lemma gives an exact characterization of E g . The assertion follows directly from the de nition of globally optimal path and the de nition of G DP l . 2 We have reduced the computation of E g to a reachability problem which can easily be solved using a topological backward search of G DP l with start nodes f m; j] j v(m; j) = e g g. Note that in a topological backward search, we traverse the edges against their direction. E g contains exactly those edges which are traversed by the search. With respect to the e ciency, we have to perform the topological backward search on the compact representation of G DP l and to compute a compact representation of E g , too. Hence, the computation will be a little bit more involved. Assume the algorithm considers node i; j]. If at least one of the UP( i; j])-counters has a value greater than 0, then the algorithm adds node i; j] to V g . If i; j] 2 V g , the algorithm increases with respect to the three trees the UPcounters of those nodes to which a BEG in ( i; j])-pointer points by 1. With respect to the time bound, it is not allowed to increase the UP-counter for all nodes on the path from the node to which a BEG in ( i; j])-pointer points to the node to which the pointer END in ( i; j]) points. Note that it su ces to take care that always UP( i; q]) has its correct value at the moment when node i; q] is considered by the algorithm. Furthermore, before node i; q] is considered, all its sons with respect to all trees are considered.
Hence, it su ces to update the counters of the father of i; j] with respect to ST row i , ST col j and ST dia l;k . The idea is to add the value of the UP-counter of i; j] to the value of the UP-counter of its father. But the contribution of RIN( i; j]), CIN( i; j]) and DIN( i; j]), respectively has to be nished at the node to which the corresponding END in ( i; j])-pointer points. For organizing this, each node i; j] in tree ST row i , ST col j , or ST dia l;k obtains an additional counter LOW( i; j]). The value of LOW( i; j]) will be the negative number of nodes i; q] 2 V g with the property that the corresponding END in ( i; q])-pointer points to i; j]. At the beginning, all these counters are 0. The contribution of node i; j] to the value of the UP-counter of its father will be the sum of the values of its UP-and its LOW-counter.
After the consideration of node i; j], the algorithm updates the UPcounters of the father of i; j] with respect to the three trees. For doing this we add the sum of the values of the UP-counter and the LOW-counter of i; j] to the value of the UP-counter of its father.
After increasing the UP-counters of those nodes to which a BEG in ( i; j])-pointer points, we also decrease the LOW-counters of the nodes to which the corresponding END in ( i; j] Theorem 3 Given the distance graph G DP l (x; y), a compact representation of the globally optimal local alignment graph E g = (V g ; E g ) can be computed in O(mn) time and O(mn) space.
5.2
The local case Let 0 r k n. P r;k denotes a path from 0; r] to m; k] in G DP l . A path P in G DP l is locally optimal i P corresponds to a locally optimal local alignment. With respect to the set of all locally optimal local alignments, we de ne the locally optimal local alignment graph E l = (V l ; E l ) by E l = fe 2 E DP l j e is on a locally optimal path P in G DP l g; V l = fv 2 V j 9w 2 V : (v; w) 2 E l or (w; v) 2 E l g: The following theorem characterizes the locally optimal paths in E l . Theorem 4 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths from Row 0 to Row m in E l and the locally optimal local alignments. Proof: It is clear by construction that E l contains all locally optimal paths. Hence, it su ces to prove that E l contains no additional path from Row 0 to Row m. Let P r;k = e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e s be a path in E l which is not locally optimal.
Then there exists a path P r 0 ;k 0 in G DP l such that i) v(m; k 0 ) < v(m; k), and ii) x(P r;k ) and x(P r 0 ;k 0 ) overlap, i.e., r 0 r k 0 or r r 0 k. By construction, e s is on at least one locally optimal path. Hence, by the de nition of local optimality, the left end of x(P r;k ) must overlap the right end of x(P r 0 ;k 0 ). Otherwise, e s 6 2 E l . Hence, r 0 r k 0 . This situation is described by Figure 6 .
From the fact that x(P r;k ) and x(P r 0 ;k 0 ) overlap, we can conclude that for each locally optimal path P r;k 00 which contains e 1 , v(m; k 00 ) v(m; k 0 ). Let e t be the rst edge on P r;k which is on a locally optimal path P r; k = Q 1 ; e t ; Q 2 with v(m; k) > v(m; k 0 ). Since edge e s has this property, e t exists. Then there is a path P r;k 00 = e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e t?1 ; R with v(m; k 00 ) v(m; k 0 ) in G DP l . Consider the path T = Q 1 ; R. T is a path from 0; r] to m; k 00 ] in G DP l . By construction x(T) is a substring of x(P r; k ), or vice versa. But this is a contradiction to the local optimality of P r; k since v(m; k) > v(m; k 0 ) v(m; k 00 ). 2
The following two lemmas characterize a subgraph E hl = (V hl ; E hl ) of G DP l which contains E l . For the computation of the locally optimal local alignment graph, rst we will compute E hl and then, from this subgraph of G DP l , the graph E l . Lemma 2 Let P r 1 ;k 1 and P r 2 ;k 2 be two paths in G DP l such that r 1 r 2 and k 2 k 1 . If P r i ;k i , i 2 f1; 2g is locally optimal, then v(m; k i ) = minfv(m; k 1 ); v(m; k 2 )g:
Proof: The assertion follows directly from x(P r 2 ;k 2 ) x(P r 1 ;k 1 ) and the de nition of locally optimal local alignment. First we will eliminate all edges excluded by Lemma 3 from G DP l . The resulting graph will be E hl = (V hl ; E hl ). This can be done by a backward topological search of G DP l . By Lemma 3, an edge ( r; k]; r 0 ; k 0 ]) 2 E DP l has to be eliminated if e r;k < e r 0 ;k 0 . With respect to the e ciency, we have to perform the backward topological search on the compact representation of G DP l . Analogously to the global case, we begin at the last row and consider the nodes i; j] 2 V from right to left. Simultaneously, we compute the values e i;j and we modify the compact representation of E DP l , constructing the compact representation of E hl . Let a) e rmin (i; j) = minfe i;j 0 j ( i; j]; i; j 0 ]) 2 E DP l g, b) e cmin (i; j) = minfe i 0 ;j j ( i; j]; i 0 ; j]) 2 E DP l g, and c) e dmin (i; j) = minfe i+t;j+t j ( i; j]; i + t; j + t]) 2 E DP l g. Then e i;j = minfe rmin (i; j); e cmin (i; j); e dmin (i; j)g: We will explain how to compute e rmin (i; j). The Let k min l k max . P(l; k) denotes the unique path from node i; l] to node i; k max ] in F row i . Let MIN l;k = minfe i;q j i; q] 2 P(l; k)g and P min (l; k) = f i; q] 2 P(l; k) j e i;q = MIN l;k g: Furthermore, let i; p] be the rst node on P(j min ; j) which is also on P(k min ; k). We distinguish three cases: Case 1: e rmin (i; j) < e rmin (i; k).
Then ROUT hl ( i; j]) \ ROUT( i; k]) = ;. which indicates the maximal path containing P min (p; k) and the rst node of P min (p; k). I.e., P min (p; k) is the subpath of P min (p 0 ; k) which starts in node i; l] and ends in the last node of P min (p 0 ; k). Next we will describe how the algorithm computes these sets of maximal paths and of pairs. Assume that i; q] is the current node considered by the algorithm. Let P min (k 1 ; k); P min (k 2 ; k); : : :; P min (k t ; k) be the current set of potential maximal candidates where k l < k l+1 for 1 l < t. Then MIN k l ;k < MIN k l+1 ;k for 1 l < t, k 1 = k min , and MIN = MIN k 1 ;k .
Starting with j = t, we compare e i;q and MIN k j ;k . According to the outcome of the comparison, we have to distinguish three cases:
1. e i;q < MIN k j ;k Then P MIN (k j ; k) looses the property to be a potential maximal path. Hence, we delete the path P min (k j ; k) from the current candidate set and repeat the same process with respect to j ? 1.
2. e i;q = MIN k j ;k Then node i; q] has to be added to P min (k j ; k). This can be done as follows: Let i; l] be the last node on the current path P min (k j ; k). Then we add the node i; q] and the edge ( i; l]; i;q]) to this path, obtaining the new last node i; q]. Additionally to all previous potential maximal paths which have lost this property we have to update corresponding pairs R(p; k). Hence, for all k j+1 p < q with R(p; k) = (k r ; s) where j < r t and k r s < q we update R(p; k) := (k j ; q). This can easily be done by using well-known data structures supporting UNION-FIND operations as described for instance in 17]. The whole process is terminated.
3. e i;q > MIN k j ;k Possibly, i; q] will be the rst node of a new potential maximal path. Hence, we perform k j+1 := q and MIN k j+1 ;k := e i;q . The current P min (k j+1 ; k) is the path containing the single node i; q]. Furthermore, R(q; k) = (k j+1 ; q). We terminate the whole process. Next we will discuss the construction of P min (j min ; j) where previous constructed candidate paths are taken into consideration.
Analogous to the direct une cient approach, the path from node i; j min ] to node i; j max ] is traversed. But in contrary to that, whole previously considered subpaths will be traversed in one step. Assume that the algorithm visit node i; q] where i; q] is already considered.
Let k > j be minimal such that i; q] 2 ROUT( i; k]). Then with respect to the cases discussed above, we replace node i; q] by the path P min (q; k). R(q; k) = (k l ; s) characterizes P min (q; k). P min (q; k) is exactly the subpath of P min (k l ; k) which starts in node i; s] and ends in the last node of P min (k l ; k). We continue the consideration of ROUT( i; j]) at the father of i; k max ].
Let UF(n) denote the time needed to carry out the UNION-FIND operations with respect to one row. It is easy to see that we can compute a compact representation of the outgoing edges of E hl in O(m(n + UF(n)) time. Depending on the data structures used for supporting the UNION-FIND, we can obtain UF(n) = O(n log n) or UF(n) = O(n (n)). Since the UNION-tree is equal F row i , the UNION-tree is known in advance. Hence, we can use static tree set union as developed by Gabow and Tarjan 3] . Then, UF(n) = O(n).
For the e cient computation of the graph E l , we need a compact representation of the incoming edges of E hl , too. Knowing the compact representation of the outgoing edges of E hl , this computation is simple. We will describe how to compute the compact representation of incoming row-edges. The computation with respect to the incoming column-edges and to the incoming diagonal-edges, respectively can be performed analogously. The following lemma follows directly from the construction: Given E hl , we want to compute the graph E l = (V l ; E l ) by deleting those nodes from V hl and those edges from E hl which are not in V l and in E l , respectively. For the exploration of this deletion process, a careful examination of the structure of the graph E hl is very helpful. After knowing this structure, the computation of E l gets simple. First we will characterize E hl with respect to its connected components. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 8.
It is not hard to extend the computation of E hl such that without increasing the used time by more than a small constant factor, we compute E hl , the connected components, and for each connected component CC, the required information v(CC), Left(CC), and Right(CC). Hence Step 4 can be performed in a similar way. Steps 5 and 6 can be executed simultaneously with Steps 3 and 4 without increasing the used time by more than a constant factor. Altogether, we have proven the following theorem:
Theorem 6 Algorithm local alignments computes a compact representation of the locally optimal local alignment graph E l = (V l ; E l ) in O(mn) time. 6 The computation of optimal subalignments For the computation of the DP-graph with respect to subalignments, we have only to take into account that for 0 i m, 0 j n, the value v(i; j) never exceeds 0. Hence, we can compute the corresponding DP-graph G DPs = (V; E DPs ) by initializing v(i; j) with 0, for all nodes i; j] 2 V , and applying the algorithm developed in Section 4, modi ed with respect to the diagonals as described in Section 5.
A path P in G DPs is globally optimal (locally optimal) if P corresponds to a globally optimal (locally optimal) subalignment. With respect to the set of all globally optimal subalignments, we de ne the globally optimal subalignment graph E gs = (V gs ; E gs ) by E gs = fe 2 E s j e is on a globally optimal path P in G DPs g; V gs = fv 2 V j 9w 2 V : (v; w) 2 E gs or (w; v) 2 E gs g: The node v 2 V gs is a start node (an end node) if there is a globally optimal path P = v; Q (P = Q; v) in E gs .
Analogously, we de ne the locally optimal subalignment graph E ls = (V ls ; E ls ) by E ls = fe 2 E s j e is on a locally optimal path P in G DPs g; V ls = fv 2 V j 9w 2 V : (v; w) 2 E ls or (w; v) 2 E ls g: The node v 2 V ls is a start node (an end node) if there is a locally optimal path P = v; Q (P = Q; v) in E ls . The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 7 a) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths from a start node to an end node in E gs and the globally optimal subalignments.
b) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths from a start node to an end node in E ls and the locally optimal subalignments.
The following lemma is obtained in a way which is analogous to the solution of Problem 2. We will obtain E ls = (V ls ; E ls ) by the deletion of those nodes and by the deletion of those edges from E hs which are not contained in E ls . The following lemma is easy to prove:
Lemma 10 Let CC be a connected component of E hs . Then all paths P from a start node to an end node have the same cost v(CC). The following adjusted version of Lemma 7 is the key of our method:
Lemma 11 Let 00 , where x 0 x x 00 x."
With respect to Problem 5, Sellers has given a notion of local optimality which has the following properties:
a) The description of the notion depends heavily on the algorithm for the computation of the optimal subalignments. b) The notion only depends on the cost of the involved mutations. No weight for equal corresponding substrings is counted. Since it is not possible to describe this notion within a few lines, as too many subalignments not of interest are computed 5], and since Sellers himself gave a more accurate notion later on 15], no description of this notion is given here.
Goad and Kanehisa 5] consider the operation set M 2 and compute only subalignments which ful ll density properties. More precisely, they consider the quotient of the cost of the involved edit operations and the number of equal bases in the subalignment, and compute only subalignments where this value is less than a speci ed threshold. A similar approach is taken by Smith and Waterman 16] . In both papers, the exact de nition of the notion of similarity is given implicitly in the description of the algorithm. The rst more formal description of this approach was given by Sellers 15] . He considers the operation set M 2 and gives the following de nition for the similarity measure of a subalignment: Let x and y be two genetic sequences and let A(x;ỹ) be a subalignment with respect to x and y. The similarity weight of A(x;ỹ) is given by r l(A(x;ỹ)) ? d M 2 (x;ỹ); where l(A(x;ỹ)) = 1=2(jxj + jỹj) and r is a constant.
The operation set M 3 , introduced in Section 4, has never been considered before. Using M 3 , all similarity measures sketched above can be obtained by using M 3 in combination with an appropriate concave cost function. Recently, Huang 8] has given a new scoring scheme which gives a match in a substitution block a single left bonus if another match occurs in this substitution block within l positions to the left. Analogously, a match can obtain a single right bonus.
We have described the measure of similarity of a given subalignment with respect to two genetic sequences x and y. Next we will describe the local optimality notion used in the three papers cited above.
In 5], the local optimality notion is hidden in the description of the algorithm and seems to be similiar to the notion used in the other two papers. Smith, Waterman and Sellers consider a subalignment as locally optimal if there is no other subalignment of larger similarity such that both corresponding paths have a node in common 15, 16, 19, 20] . We denote this local optimality notion path oriented. Note that in contrast with Sellers' rst definition of \locally most resembles", this local optimality notion depends on the computed alignments and not only on the sequences x and y. This makes it hard to understand what the local optimality notion means with respect to the sequences x and y. Next we will relate the path oriented local optimality notion to Sellers' earlier sequence oriented local optimality notion, de ned above. First we have to extend Sellers' notion, which was made with respect to local alignments, to subalignments. Let x and y be two strings and letx andỹ be substrings of x and y, respectively. Let S(A(x;ỹ)) = c M 3 (A(x;ỹ)) denote the similarity weight of the alignment A(x;ỹ). Let S(x;ỹ) = minfS(A(x;ỹ)) j A(x;ỹ) is a subalignmentg.
Thenỹ most resemblesx locally, if S(x;ỹ) S(x 0 ; y 0 ) for all x 0 ; y 0 with a)x a substring of x 0 or x 0 a substring ofx, and b)ỹ a substring of y 0 or y 0 a substring ofỹ.
Let A(x;ỹ) be a subalignment and let P be the corresponding path. Then we de ne S(P) = S(A(x;ỹ)). x(P) (y(P)) denotes the substring of x (of y) corresponding to P, i.e., x(P) =x and y(P) =ỹ.
Theorem 11 The locally optimal subalignments with respect to the sequence oriented local optimality notion form a proper subset of the set of the locally optimal subalignments with respect to the path oriented local optimality notion.
Proof: Let P be a path corresponding to a sequence oriented locally optimal subalignment A(x;ỹ). Assume there exists a path P 0 in the distance graph such that i) S(P 0 ) < S(P), and ii) P and P 0 have a node i; j] in common. Let P = P 1 ; i; j]; P 2 and P 0 = P 0 1 ; i; j]; P 0 2 . Consider the path P = P 1 ; i; j]; P 0 2 . The sequence oriented local optimality of P implies S(P 1 ; i; j]) S(P 0 1 ; i; j]). Hence, S( P ) = S(P 0 ) < S(P). Furthermore by construction a) x(P) is substring of x( P) or x( P) is substring of x(P), and b) y(P) is substring of y( P) or y( P) is substring of y(P). But this is a contradiction to the sequence oriented local optimality of A(x;ỹ). Hence, the assumption was wrong and hence, A(x;ỹ) is also path oriented locally optimal.
This proves that the locally optimal subalignments with respect to the sequence oriented local optimality notion form a subset of the set of the locally optimal subalignments with respect to the path oriented local optimality notion. For the proof that this subset is proper, it su ces to construct a subalignment which is path oriented locally optimal but not sequence oriented locally optimal. We will construct two kinds of such examples.
1. It is not hard to construct two subalignments A(x;ỹ) and A(x 0 ; y 0 ) such that a) x 0 is a substring ofx, b) y 0 is a substring ofỹ, c) the corresponding paths P and P 0 do not cut and therefore they have no node in common, and d) for an appropriate choice of weight functions, both alignments are path oriented locally optimal, but S(A(x;ỹ)) < S(A(x 0 ; y 0 )). 2. If M 2 is the used operation set then it is not hard to construct two subalignments A(x;ỹ) and A(x 0 ; y 0 ) such that a) x 0 is a substring ofx. b) y 0 is a substring ofỹ.
c) The corresponding paths P and P 0 cut, but they have no node in common since only two long edges cross. d) For an appropriate choice of weight functions, both alignments are path oriented locally optimal, but S(A(x;ỹ)) < S(A(x 0 ; y 0 )). This proves the theorem. 2 Note that Construction 1 works for the operation sets M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 . Construction 2 only works for the operation sets M 2 and M 3 since, with respect to M 1 , two paths always cross in a node of the graph. Hence, the situation is slightly di erent if we consider Problem 3.
Theorem 12 a) If M 2 or M 3 is the operation set, then the locally optimal local alignments with respect to the sequence oriented local optimality notion form a proper subset of the set of the locally optimal local alignments with respect to the path oriented local optimality notion. b) If M 1 is the operation set, then with respect to the solution of Problem 3, the sequence oriented local optimality notion and the path oriented local optimality notion are equivalent.
Proof: a) Using Construction 2, the same proof as for Theorem 11 works. b) Let A(x; y) and A(x 0 ; y) be two local alignments withx a substring of x 0 or x 0 a substring ofx. Then the corresponding paths P and P 0 must cross. Since M 1 is the operation set, they must cross in a node of the graph. Hence, the path oriented local optimality implies the sequence oriented optimality.
2
In 2] it is observed that y can most resemblex x locally, although there exists a subsequence x 0 of x such that a)x \ x 0 6 = ;, i.e.,x and x 0 overlap, and b) d(x 0 ; y) < d(x; y). It might be useless to compute such a substringx. Hence, in 2], the following stronger version of locally minimal distance is given.
A substringx of x has locally minimal distance from y, if for all substrings x 0 of x withx \ x 0 6 = ;, i.e.,x and x 0 overlap, c M (x; y) c M (x 0 ; y).
Since from the computational point of view it does not matter, a more general notion of local optimality is de ned.
Let c 0 be an integer. A substringx of x has c-locally minimal distance from y if y most resemblesx locally and if for all substrings x 0 of x with jx \ x 0 j > c, i.e.,x and x 0 overlap by at least c + 1 characters, c M (x; y) c M (x 0 ; y).
In 2] some slightly modi ed versions of that local optimality notion are also given. As shown in Theorem 11 and Theorem 12, we cannot extend the new local optimality notion given in 2] to the operation sets M 2 and M 3 , respectively, and use path oriented algorithms only. But we have shown above that the modi cation given in Section 4 allows path oriented algorithms.
Conclusion
We have presented algorithms for the e cient computation of a compact representation of all locally optimal local alignments and all locally optimal subalignments, respectively. Now it is possible to pose questions with respect to all locally optimal local alignments or with respect to all locally optimal subalignments. Signi cant questions should be found jointly by molecular biologists and by computer scientists. These questions can be, for example of the following types:
Questions about local alignments and subalignments, respectively, which ful ll certain properties. It is possible to compute the number of these local alignments and subalignments. One can consider such alignments explicitly. It might be possible to make statements about the signi cance of the considered cost function.
Matthias Metzger has implemented the algorithms described above. The programs are available under http://www.informatik.uni-bonn.de/IV/blum/blum.html.
